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ABSTRACT: To address the need for minimally invasive treatment of unresectable
tumors, intratumoral polymer implants have been developed to release a variety of
chemotherapeutic agents for the locoregional therapy of cancer. These implants, also
termed ‘‘polymer millirods,’’ were designed to provide optimal drug release kinetics to
improve drug delivery efficiency and antitumor efficacy when treating unresectable
tumors. Modeling of drug transport properties in different tissue environments has
provided theoretical insights on rational implant design, and several imaging techni-
ques have been established to monitor the local drug concentrations surrounding these
implants both ex vivo and in vivo. Preliminary antitumor efficacy and drug distribution
studies in a rabbit liver tumor model have shown that these implants can restrict tumor
growth in small animal tumors (diameter <1 cm). In the future, new approaches, such as
three-dimensional (3-D) drug distribution modeling and the use of multiple drug-
releasing implants, will be used to extend the efficacy of these implants in treating
larger tumors more similar to intractable human tumors. � 2007 Wiley-Liss, Inc. and the

American Pharmacists Association J Pharm Sci 97:1681–1702, 2008
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer is an enormous health concern in the
United States and in recent years has surpassed
heart disease as the predominant cause of death
for all but the most elderly Americans.1 Currently,
the most curative treatment option for solid
tumors is surgical resection followed by adjuvant
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chemotherapy or radiation therapy to minimize
the risk of recurrence. Many cancers respond
well to this treatment strategy, but many patients
are not eligible for surgical resection. For exam-
ple, out of 70000 newly diagnosed colon cancer
metastases to the liver in the US per year, the
number of patients who are actually candidates
for surgery is disappointingly low at 2500–4500.2

Reasons limiting resection include tumor size,
involvement of more than one liver lobe, or a co-
existing liver condition (e.g., cirrhosis).2,3 In
addition, the overall survival rates for these
patients even after surgery are often low.4 Other
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1682 WEINBERG, BLANCO AND GAO
abdominal cancers, such as those of the pancreas
and stomach, also have low resection rates and
poor overall patient survival.1 Intravenously
administered chemotherapy for these tumors also
has limited effectiveness. Since only a small
amount of the systemic blood flow is directed to
the tumor, only a fraction of the total dose reaches
the tumor site.5 The remainder of the dose is
distributed throughout healthy organs and tis-
sues, leading to a variety of undesirable side
effects ranging from neutropenia to cardiomyo-
pathy.6,7 Many chemotherapeutic drugs also have
very rapid plasma clearance, leading to short
tumor exposure times.8 To improve the outcome of
these cancer patients, a new paradigm of mini-
mally invasive and locoregional cancer therapies
has rapidly evolved and received considerable
attention in the recent years.9

Image-guided, minimally invasive techniques
for therapeutic interventions use regional tumor
destruction as an alternative to surgical resec-
tion.10 Strategies for tumor ablation include
thermal heating,11,12 cryosurgery,13,14 or chemical
ablation.15,16 In each of these techniques, an
interventional needle or electrode is inserted into
the tumor with image guidance.17,18 Then, the
ablation is applied to destroy the tumor and a
surrounding margin of normal tissue. Since they
can be applied percutaneously, these minimally
invasive treatments typically are viable alterna-
tives to surgery that can be used in patients with
poor overall health as an outpatient procedure.
Additionally, local administration of the treat-
ment maximizes destruction to the tumor target
while limiting damage to the surrounding normal
tissue. Ablation has been used for the treatment of
several unresectable cancers, including those in
the liver,19 prostate,20 and lung.21

Other attempts to improve treatment of unre-
sectable tumors have focused on means to
increase the tumor specificity of chemotherapeu-
tic drugs through locoregional delivery.22 Admin-
istering an anticancer drug either to the region
that contains a tumor or directly within the tumor
has the advantage of increasing tumor exposure to
a drug while limiting systemic toxicity. One
strategy for locoregional chemotherapy is to
infuse a solution of a chemotherapeutic agent
into the region of the malignancy. Intravesicular
chemotherapy has become a common treatment
for bladder tumors, and has been shown to be
associated with a reduced tumor recurrence rate
after surgery.23 Local chemotherapy infusion has
also been used with some success in the case of
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
advanced nonsmall cell lung cancer when patients
have a malignant pleural effusion.24 Additionally,
several studies have shown significant benefits in
treating ovarian cancers with intraperitoneal (IP)
infusions.25 All of these treatments require that
malignant cells be in close contact with the
surrounding space to which the chemotherapy
is administered.

For tumors that are not externally accessible,
local perfusion, or the administration of a
chemotherapeutic agent to a segment of the
circulation that preferentially perfuses the tumor,
is an alternative. Intra-arterial administration of
drugs can maximize drug delivery to blood vessels
supplying tumors. For example, transarterial
chemoembolization (TACE) benefits from the fact
that most hepatocellular carcinomas (HCCs)
receive the vast majority of their blood supply
from their hepatic artery while normal liver
receives its blood supply largely from the portal
vein.26 In this treatment, a catheter is selectively
placed in the branches of the hepatic artery which
feed the tumor. Once arterial selection has been
achieved, a solution of chemotherapeutic agents
dissolved in an oily solvents followed by embolic
agents is infused into the artery.26 This approach
has been shown to increase concentrations of
chemotherapy in the tumor by 10- to 100-fold26

and to improve 1-year survival of patients with
unresectable HCC by as much as 20%.27 As a
result, TACE has become a commonly adminis-
tered therapy for unresectable HCC.28 Another
strategy to improve delivery is through regional
perfusion, in which the portion of the systemic
circulation containing a tumor is isolated from the
rest of the circulation.29 Isolated thoracic perfu-
sion (ITP) is achievable by closing off the
descending aorta and vena cava with balloon
catheters, blocking blood flow to the arms with
inflated cuffs, and introducing chemotherapy into
the right atrium. This approach has been used to
increase the concentration of chemotherapy
delivered to lung cancers by 6- to 10-fold,30 and
an analogous approach exists for isolated abdom-
inal perfusion. Each of these locoregional che-
motherapy methods had been shown to increase
tumor exposure to drug while reducing systemic
toxicity.

Intratumoral cancer treatments extend the
locoregional treatment concept by attempting to
further limit the scope of chemotherapy exposure.
Treatments that have been studied extensi-
vely include intratumoral infusions, injections,
and implantable devices that deliver either
DOI 10.1002/jps
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chemotherapeutic drugs or other therapeutic
agents.22 Infusion of chemotherapeutic agents
has been heavily studied in the area of brain
tumors, where it has spawned a field known as
convection-enhanced delivery (CED).31 In CED, a
microcatheter is inserted into a tumor and the
therapeutic agent is slowly administered to the
surrounding tissue using positive pressure infu-
sion. Major advantages of CED to brain tumors
include bypassing the blood–brain barrier and
delivering drugs further from the infusion site due
to convection.32 CED has been used to deliver
conventional chemotherapeutic drugs33 but has
shown considerable promise for the delivery of
targeted bacterial toxins31 and therapeutic anti-
bodies.34 Intratumoral injections of therapeutic
solutions have also shown success in treating
tumors in locations other than the brain, such as
the lung,35 pancreas,36 and liver.37 Several
studies have been performed in an attempt to
determine optimal parameters for injection and to
determine which tumor features, such as collagen
content, contribute to the extent of drug deliv-
ery.38,39 Furthermore, recent studies have shown
that using intratumoral injection to deliver viral
gene therapy vectors minimizes nonspecific
expression of gene products.40,41 Since intratu-
morally injected liquids may distribute irregu-
larly and be cleared quickly, several investigators
have introduced injectable drug depots to prolong
the extent of drug release. Examples of intratu-
moral depots include PLGA,42–44 alginate,45 and
albumin46 microspheres as well as injectable
gels which solidify upon intratumoral injec-
tion.47–49 Injectable depots have the advantage
of easy administration and prolonged tumor
drug exposure.

Intratumoral, drug-releasing implants are a
subset of the intratumoral drug delivery paradigm
and have shown increasing promise in recent
years. Driven by developments for the treatment
of prostate50,51 and brain cancers,52,53 implanta-
ble devices containing either radioactive elements
or chemotherapeutic drugs have become viable
treatment options. The only clinically approved
chemotherapeutic implant for cancer treatment is
the Gliadel wafer, a carmustine(BCNU)-eluting
implant fabricated from a polyanhydride copoly-
mer, 1,3-bis-(p-carboxyphenoxy) propane/poly(se-
bacic acid) (pCPP:SA).54 These implants were
designed to treat glioblastoma multiforme, an
aggressive brain cancer with extremely limited
patient survival, through placement in the
surgical cavity after primary surgical resection.
DOI 10.1002/jps J
After placement, the implants release their drug
load over a period of approximately 5 days,55 and
drug has been shown to penetrate several milli-
meters into the brain parenchyma.56 A recent
long-term study showed that the Gliadel implant
placement after surgery increased patient survi-
val to 13.8 months versus 11.6 months for control
and maintained this survival advantage for at
least 3 years after initial treatment.57 Despite the
clinical success of the Gliadel implant, the use of
chemotherapeutic implants has yet to become
widespread in the treatment of other cancers,
such as those of the pancreas, liver, or lungs.
However, it is likely that future chemotherapeutic
implants can be optimized for use in a variety of
different tumors to maximize patient comfort and
survival.

This review article describes work in extending
the use of intratumoral implants to treat unre-
sectable liver tumors. The proposed treatment
strategy is primary treatment of the tumor bulk
with radiofrequency (RF) ablation followed by the
placement of drug-eluting polymer implants in
the ablated tumor region. These biodegradable
polymer millirods have been fabricated from
poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) to deliver
chemotherapeutic agents through and beyond
the RF ablated tumor, thus maximizing tumor
destruction and reducing the risk of tumor
recurrence. The first section describes the overall
goals that must be considered when developing
any local delivery device, including the use of
models to predict local drug transport. The second
section describes techniques for measuring local
drug concentrations and the use of these mea-
surements to customize drug release. In the third
section, this review describes the preliminary
results from using these implants to treat a rabbit
liver cancer model. Finally, the last section
presents some conclusions drawn from the early
use of these implants and some future goals to
facilitate using these implants to treat larger
tumors similar to unresectable human cancers.
OVERVIEW OF DRUG DELIVERY GOALS

Definition of Pharmacokinetic Goals for Local
Drug Delivery to Unresectable Tumors

In considering the use of an intratumoral implant
for tumor treatment, it is necessary to consider
the generic characteristics that would benefit the
device. First, the implant should be able to
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008



Figure 1. Scheme illustrating drug release and local
drug concentration from three theoretical implant
types. A zero-order release implant (A) releases drug
at a constant rate, but it may take a long period of time
to reach the therapeutic concentration. A burst-release
implant (B) releases large amounts of drug early, but
may not extended release to maintain a therapeutic
concentration. A dual-release implant (C) combines
an early burst of drug to accelerate the rise to thera-
peutic concentrations with sustained release to main-
tain therapeutic concentrations.
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minimize shortcomings associated with systemi-
cally administered chemotherapy. Second, it
should provide an optimal drug delivery profile
to the tumor, which is to say that it should be
able to provide effective drug concentrations to
the desired region over a prolonged period of
time. Third, the device should be part of a
comprehensive and complete treatment strategy
that is versatile and applicable in a wide range of
realistic situations. Achieving these goals should
maximize the treatment success of these intratu-
moral implants.

When delivering their drug cargo to tumors,
intratumoral implants must provide an optimal
drug release profile that is characterized by the
ability to deliver drug to a large volume, to rapidly
reach the therapeutic concentration, and to
maintain the therapeutic concentration for an
extended time. Previous studies have shown that
limited penetration distance is one of the major
restrictions on the efficacy of intratumoral treat-
ments.55,56 Any successful implant must be
designed in such a way that takes into considera-
tion ways to maximize the drug delivery distance.
Additionally, the implant must provide drug
to the surrounding tissue at an appropriate rate.58

A schematic of ideal drug release rates is shown in
Figure 1. Consider implant A, an implant which
releases drug at a constant rate somewhere above
the elimination rate. While local drug concentra-
tion will slowly rise, it may take too long to reach
tissue concentrations that are toxic to the
surrounding cancer cells. Alternatively, implant
B provides a rapid dose of chemotherapy that will
quickly surpass the effective concentration. How-
ever, the release rate after the initial burst is
insufficient to maintain this concentration for
any extended length of time. Such a release rate
is undesirable, as it could allow cancer cells
to recover, perhaps even with newly acquired
drug resistance.59 The ideal implant, implant C,
combines the best characteristics of both im-
plants: rapid ascent to the effective concentration
followed by a maintenance dose to remain at a
useful drug level. While this explanation is a
simplification (e.g., elimination is almost certainly
not constant, etc.), it serves as an example of how
different drug release rates might affect local drug
concentrations. Additionally, it offers some
insight on how the situation can be changed by
modifying the elimination rate or therapeutic
concentration. For the most part, however, local
drug concentrations surrounding implants must
be determined experimentally.
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
The success of chemotherapeutic implants for
cancer treatment also depends on their inclusion
in a comprehensive tumor treatment strategy. As
an example, with the previously mentioned
Gliadel treatment, the tumor is first surgically
resected (‘‘debulked’’) followed by the placement of
multiple BCNU-impregnated implants in the
surgical cavity.52 The design of a liver cancer
treatment using polymer millirods proposes a
similar strategy to Gliadel treatment: using RF
ablation to destroy the majority of the tumor mass
followed by placement of polymer implants in the
tumor to kill any residual cancer cells and limit
tumor recurrence. RF ablation is already used
clinically to treat liver tumors, but tumor
DOI 10.1002/jps



INTRATUMORAL DRUG DELIVERY AND CANCER THERAPY 1685
recurrence, particularly around the ablation
boundary, has greatly limited the clinical success
of tumor ablation.60,61 Using chemotherapeutic
implants with ablation may maximize the benefit
compared to using the implants alone. The
ablation destroys the majority of the tumor cells,
leaving the implants to kill only the remaining
cells, thereby reducing the risk of recurrence.
Furthermore, tumor ablation may facilitate drug
delivery from the implants by changing the
fundamental rates governing drug transport in
the tumors.58 To develop this strategy, drug-
impregnated, PLGA polymer millirods with dif-
ferent release rates were developed and tested in
animal models, first in nonablated and ablated
liver tissue62–65 and then in nonablated and
ablated liver tumors.66,67 Results from these
studies are described in ‘‘Measuring and Mod-
ulating Local Drug Pharmacokinetics’’ and
‘‘Treatment of Animal Tumor Models Sections.’’
Interstitial Drug Transport Models in Tumor
and Surrounding Tissues

In addition to generic considerations on drug
release from implants, the mechanisms of drug
transport and elimination in the surrounding
tumor tissue have a major effect on how an
implant delivers drug to the tumor.68 Drug
released locally into the tumor has several
possible fates that will ultimately affect the
outcome of the treatment. Primarily, drug mole-
cules can either move to another location through
a transport process or be eliminated such that
they no longer exert their desired effect.

Drug can typically be transported by two
mechanisms: diffusion and convection.55,69,70

In diffusion, free drug moves from a region of
higher drug concentration to an adjacent region of
lower drug concentration at a rate proportional to
the concentration gradient. Diffusion is a primary
mode of transport, particularly when drug is being
released from a local implant. Convection, on the
other hand, is the transport of drug along with the
bulk flow of a fluid. In organs that have a high rate
of interstitial fluid flow, convection is especially
important. Convection also has an significant role
in the flow of systemically administered che-
motherapeutic agents from the vascular space to
the tumor, where it travels along the same flow
that delivers nutrients to the tumor.68 The
relative importance of diffusion or convection in
drug transport depends on the delivery system
DOI 10.1002/jps J
and tissue type. For instance, in the brain, where
interstitial fluid constantly flows from the ven-
tricles to the surrounding parenchyma, convec-
tion has a significant effect on the extent of drug
penetration.71 In situations with small molecular
drugs where flow is more limited, diffusion is the
predominant mode of drug transport.

Drug elimination can occur through several
different mechanisms. One route of drug elimina-
tion is through metabolism. Once in a cell, drug
can be altered or bound in a variety of ways. Some
drug molecules, such as 5-fluorouracil, bind
irreversibly to their therapeutic target, after
which they are no longer in the population of
available drug.72 More generally, cells have a
variety of nonspecific methods for detoxification,
such as organelles for breaking down foreign
molecules through enzymatic or pH-mediated
degradation. Alternatively, cells contain protec-
tive molecules, such as glutathione, which are
designed specifically to bind foreign molecules and
render them more hydrophilic and less potent.73

Either of these metabolic pathways essentially
inactivates the drug. When considering implan-
table drug delivery systems, another mechanism
of drug loss is perfusion away from the target
region.58 In this situation, drug is transported by
either diffusion or convection into one of two
systemic circulations, the blood or the lymph. The
vasculature is a fast-moving circulation which
rapidly moves drugs away from the target region
and into other parts of the body. Since most
chemotherapeutic agents have short plasma half-
lives, once the drug reaches the plasma it is
unlikely to return to the target tumor, and for
practical purposes can be considered eliminated.
While the lymph is a slower-moving body of fluid
that can contribute to drug convection, its effects
are probably less influential than those of blood
because tumors are known to have limited and
poorly organized lymphatic drainage.70 Any drug
contained in lymphatic fluid eventually moves
into the venous circulation, where it undergoes
the same fate as drug that directly diffuses into
blood vessels.

Consider the example of drug transport shown
in Figure 2, in which drug is being delivered to a
liver tumor from a cylindrical implant in the
center of the tumor. Previous work has shown that
transport in liver can be reasonably approximated
without including convection.58 Drug leaving the
implant is transported away from the implant into
the tumor tissue based on a tumor diffusion rate,
Dtumor. Once in the tumor, drug can be eliminated
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008



Figure 2. Simplified scheme of drug transport from an implant centrally placed in a
liver tumor. Transport of the drug into the tumor tissue is governed by the diffusion
constant of drug in tumor (Dtumor), and two simultaneous modes of elimination: meta-
bolism to inactive forms in tumor cells (gtumor metabolism) or transport into nearby blood
vessels which wash drug out of the region (gtumor perfusion). Once drug reaches the
surrounding normal tissue, it continues to diffuse outward into liver tissue (Dliver),
where it has different rates of elimination by metabolism (gliver metabolism) or perfusion
(gliver perfusion).
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in one of two ways, through blood flow and
metabolism, proportional to two different con-
stants which sum to contribute to a total
elimination, gtumor. Once drug reaches the outer
boundary of the tumor, it can diffuse into the
surrounding normal liver tissue, where its fate is
again governed by new diffusion and elimination
rates. If elimination can be considered approxi-
mately first order, the drug transport in each
tissue is governed by the following equation:

@C

@t
¼ Dr2C � gC (1)

where C is the drug concentration, t the time, 5
the gradient operator, and D and g are the tissue-
specific rates of diffusion and elimination, respec-
tively. Drug transport properties in each tissue
can be estimated by solving this equation compu-
tationally and minimizing the error between
model output and experimentally collected data.

The use of such a model provides insight into
factors that can facilitate or impede drug trans-
port from a local implant. First, any factor that
increases the rate of drug transport or lowers the
rate of drug elimination will increase the permea-
tion of drug within the tissue. For instance, some
work in ex vivo tumors has shown that prolonged
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
drug exposure raises drug diffusion coefficients,
presumably by killing cells and destroying overall
structure.74 Other work by Saltzman and cow-
orkers56 has shown that including high molecular
weight molecules, such as dextrans, can increase
transport away from implants by increasing the
convective fluid flow contribution while decreas-
ing blood perfusion. Similarly, it can be expected
that any factor that reduces elimination will also
have a beneficial effect, facilitating deeper drug
penetration into the tumor. On the other hand,
any action that decreases transport or increases
elimination will act as a barrier to drug delivery
that will effectively reduce the distance over
which an implant can be effective. Inflammation,
such as that occurring after RF ablation, may
raise blood flow and decrease drug diffusion rates
as a result of collagen deposition around the
wound.75 These side effects could certainly impede
successful drug transport from a local tumor
treatment. The distance at which an implant can
have an effect on a tumor depends on the drug
release rate from the implant as well as the
balance between local transport and elimination.
Unfortunately, several studies have indicated
that antitumor implants are likely only effective
for a few millimeters away from the implant
surface.76 Studies into local drug concentration
DOI 10.1002/jps
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and local transport mechanisms, however, have
provided useful information on ways to overcome
these limitations.
MEASURING AND MODULATING LOCAL
DRUG PHARMACOKINETICS

Overview of Methods to Investigate Local
Drug Release and Tissue Distribution

In developing an intratumoral chemotherapy
device, techniques for monitoring local drug
concentrations are necessary to optimize implant
design. Measuring drug concentration as a func-
tion of time provides a quantitative method to
compare multiple treatments. Many different
techniques can be used to monitor drug release
from intratumoral implants. While certain tech-
niques require extraction of tissue and measure-
ment of drug concentration ex vivo, alternate,
noninvasive imaging based-techniques can be
used to measure concentrations in vivo. New
implant designs or treatment conditions can be
tested by creating an implant that has the
ideal characteristics described in the Introduction
Section; a rapid ascent to and prolonged stay
above the therapeutic concentration. Addition-
ally, drug concentration information can then be
used as input to estimate tissue transport proper-
ties. Then, ideal implants can be created through
a combination of empirical testing and engineer-
ing design.

Considerable information has been obtained by
monitoring local drug concentrations using ex
vivo analysis of extracted tissues. Two main
categories of ex vivo analysis exist: bulk tissue
analysis by conventional spectroscopic methods or
tissue section analysis by imaging-based methods.
The key principle of bulk tissue measurements is
the removal of a sizeable piece of tissue followed by
the use of a spectroscopic method to determine the
average drug concentration in that tissue.77 For
targeted drug delivery to tumors, drug concentra-
tions in different tumor regions are the most
important, so these tissues are often removed in
different sections. To determine tissue drug
concentrations, tissues are weighed and either
mechanically or chemically homogenized accord-
ing to the desired detection mechanism. Examples
of techniques to measure drug concentration in
the extracted tissues include fluorescence detec-
tion, high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC),77,78 mass spectrometry, and atomic
DOI 10.1002/jps J
absorption spectroscopy (AAS).62 If the drug
target is radiolabeled, drug concentrations can
also be measured using liquid scintigraphy. Key
advantages of measuring drug concentrations in
removed tissues include definitive drug detection,
high sensitivity, and the ability to detect low drug
concentrations. However, these techniques are
restricted by low spatial resolution and accuracy,
as measurements are an average over an entire
piece of tissue. Achieving spatial measurements
depends on the size of pieces cut from the tissue,
which usually limits spatial resolution from these
techniques to the millimeter range.

Imaging of ex vivo tissues can help overcome the
spatial resolution limitations of bulk tissue
analysis methods. For imaging-based methods,
the tissue is removed and sliced into a thin piece
followed by drug detection through imaging the
slice. At least two techniques have been used for
imaging drug detection: autoradiography and
fluorescence.74 For autoradiography, the drug
target is radiolabeled and then detected by
exposing the tissue section to a flat panel detector
or X-ray film.56,74 Advantages of this technique
include high sensitivity, very low detection limits,
and high resolution, while the major limitation is
working with a radiolabeled drug. Fluorescent
detection of drug concentration in tissues is an
alternate strategy. In this method, tissue slices
are analyzed using a fluorescence scanner or
fluorescent microscope to detect drug.78 To use
this technique, the drug must either be intrinsi-
cally fluorescent or labeled with a fluorescent tag,
such as fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC).79 While
also offering low detection limits, reasonable
sensitivity, and good resolution, only a few small
molecule drugs are fluorescent, and labeling of
drugs inevitably modifies their transport and
efficacy, unlike radiolabeling methods. For large
molecules, such as protein drugs or antibodies,
fluorescent labeling may have only a minimal
effect on the overall drug properties and may not
adversely affect the delivery system, making the
approach more tenable. Ex vivo drug detection is a
major tool in developing local drug delivery
methods, but temporal information is limited
because every time point requires animal eutha-
nasia and removal of tissue.

Noninvasive imaging methods for measuring
local drug concentrations represent a growing
trend in attempts to address the temporal
limitations of ex vivo approaches. Driven by
advances in imaging technology as well as
proliferation of scanner availability, noninvasive
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008



Figure 3. Computed tomography (CT) scan of rat
with a polymer millirod containing the anticancer agent
carboplatin placed in a region of liver treated by radio-
frequency ablation. A: Oblique slice through the rat
showing the general location of the polymer implant
in the liver (black square). B: Enlargement of the
implant region showing the ablated region and implant.
Drug concentrations can be approximated by measur-
ing the image intensity arising from carboplatin as a
function of distance, R, from the implant surface.
Adapted from Reference88 with permission.
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imaging methods likely hold the future for
monitoring drug concentrations from local deliv-
ery strategies. With noninvasive imaging, a single
subject can be imaged several times throughout
the study period, greatly increasing the data
available from a smaller number of animal
subjects. The most straightforward extension of
previous detection technologies is use of radi-
olabeled drugs coupled with positron emission
tomography (PET)80 or single photon emission
tomography (SPECT) for drug detection.5 These
detection methods have existed clinically for
several years, but recent development of specia-
lized small animal scanners, often coupled with
CT for anatomical information, has improved
resolution and usability, making nuclear medi-
cine techniques key for development of targeted
therapies. Additionally, these techniques can be
easily translated to clinical use for monitoring of
clinical trials of newly developed devices or
treatment strategies. Other imaging techniques,
such as in vivo fluorescence imaging, have been
specifically developed for use in small animals and
can contribute primarily to small animal studies.
With in vivo fluorescence imaging, fluorescently
labeled molecules are imaged directly in the
animal.81 Most fluorescent imaging suffers
from greater background noise than radiographic
imaging and limitation to two dimensions, but
developments in tomographic fluorescence offer
the potential to reduce noise and provide three-
dimensional (3-D) localization of drug.82 Beyond
radiolabeling and fluorescence, magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) detection of drugs or drug
carriers labeled with an MRI contrast agent, such
as gadolinium or superparamagnetic iron oxide
(SPIO), also offers the potential to noninvasively
image anatomical detail and drug concentrat-
ions simultaneously.83–85 Recent advances and
the benefits afforded by noninvasive imaging
make it likely that these techniques will dominate
the future landscape of monitoring local drug
delivery strategies.

A novel noninvasive method used in the
development of polymer millirods for liver cancer
treatment is drug detection using X-ray computed
tomography (CT).86–88 Polymer implants were
loaded with the anticancer drug carboplatin and
tested in both normal and ablated rat liver tissue.
Carboplatin has a unique property among cancer
drugs in that it contains the heavy metal platinum
(Z¼ 78), which has high X-ray attenuation and
provides inherent CT contrast. Polymer millirods
containing carboplatin were implanted in non-
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
ablated or RF ablated rat livers, and carboplatin
was detected by performing CT scans at multiple
time points after implantation.88 A representative
CT scan of one of these rats is shown in Figure 3.
Slices perpendicular to the long axis of the
implant clearly show the higher absorption of
the implant compared to the surrounding tissue.
By comparing the intensity of the implant to
premeasured implants with known concentra-
tions, the remaining carboplatin in the implant
was determined. The drug concentrations in the
implants and surrounding tissue were determined
by subtracting the background signal and con-
verting to drug concentrations based on scans of
DOI 10.1002/jps



Figure 4. Carboplatin distribution in normal (^) and ablated (~) liver tissue mea-
sured by CT. Values reflect mean�SD between animals. Atomic absorption spectro-
scopy (AAS) measurements confirm drug concentrations in tissue sections 2 mm wide
from both ablated (white rectangle) and normal (gray rectangle) liver tissue. AAS data
represent the average drug concentration determined over a tissue sample the width of
the rectangle. Adapted from Reference88 with permission.

Table 1. Doxorubicin Transport Properties in Rat
Liver

Normal Liver Ablated Liver

Apparent diffusion,
D*, (cm2�s�1)

6.7� 10�7 1.1� 10�7

Apparent elimination,
g�, (cm2�s�1)

9.6� 10�4 n/a
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premeasured standards. Tissue concentrations of
carboplatin determined from CT images are
shown in Figure 4 along with validation measure-
ments determined using AAS of platinum con-
centration in extracted tissues. CT provided
higher spatial resolution than AAS and revealed
differences in drug distribution in nonablated and
ablated tissues not appreciated by AAS. Ablated
tissue retained carboplatin for longer times and at
greater distances from the implant than non-
ablated tissue, illustrating a fundamental differ-
ence between drug transport in these tissue
environments. Additionally, these results vali-
dated the use of a noninvasive imaging strategy to
monitor local drug release from implants.

Further studies of local drug concentration
around implants using fluorescent imaging
allowed for greater quantification of the differ-
ences between ablated and normal tissue.89

Doxorubicin, a topoisomerase II inhibitor com-
monly used in liver cancer treatment,3 also has
the fortuitous property of natural fluorescence.
Polymer millirods containing doxorubicin were
DOI 10.1002/jps J
implanted in nonablated and RF ablated rat
livers.90 Liver tissues were removed at various
times after implantation, and local doxorubicin
concentrations were determined by measuring the
fluorescence of the extracted slices. Average
doxorubicin concentrations at time points ranging
from 1 h to 4 days after implant placement were
used to estimate the transport properties of liver
tissues within the framework of a theoretical
model of drug distribution as described in the
Overview of Drug Delivery Goals Section.58 The
resulting estimates are shown in Table 1. These
studies established the baseline transport proper-
ties of doxorubicin in normal rat liver as well as
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
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how ablation modifies them. Ablation reduced the
diffusion coefficient, perhaps by destroying cell
structure and making more sites available for
drug binding. Even more notably, ablation vir-
tually abolished elimination, which is sensible
since RF ablation might be expected to reduce
elimination both due to metabolism in cells (by
killing them) and perfusion related losses (by
coagulating and destroying blood vessels). This
reduction in drug elimination can largely explain
why drug penetration distances and retention
were higher in ablated liver tissue.

In summary, techniques for measuring local
drug concentrations surrounding implants are
fundamentally important for the development of
a local drug delivery system for tumors. Many
methods exist for measuring drug concentrations,
each with advantages and disadvantages, and it is
likely that a combination of methods provide the
best overall information about drug delivery.
After obtaining local drug concentrations, they
can be compared empirically to determine quali-
tative differences in delivery or interpreted
through the use of a model to obtain quantitative
transport information. Both sets of data can then
be used to modify implant properties to provide
the best drug coverage to the tumor.
Controlling Drug Release and Local
Pharmacokinetics from Polymer Implants

Development of techniques to monitor local drug
pharmacokinetics allows for the design and
assessment of different implant types. As
described in the Overview of Drug Delivery Goals
Section, an ideal implant should provide a rapid
ascent to the therapeutic concentration and
maintenance of this dose for as long as possible.
The first generation polymer millirod provided
rapid release of a drug mimic, largely within the
first few days.65 However, through modification of
the implant design it is possible to customize the
delivery profile of the implants. Consequently,
local drug concentrations arising around the
implants can be compared and evaluated based
on overall tissue drug exposure.

Several modifications to the initial compres-
sion-heat molded millirods can either prolong
drug release or change the timing of the released
dose. One modification is the addition of a semi-
permeable membrane around the outside of the
implant, which can be made either by wrapping
the cylindrical device with a membrane63 or by dip
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
coating the implant.64 Using these methods,
polymer membranes containing NaCl (10–50%
w/w) or poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) (5–20% w/w)
were placed around monolithic millirods. When
placed in an aqueous environment, the water-
soluble component of the outer membrane rapidly
dissolved, leaving a semi-permeable membrane
with porosity that could be modulated by control-
ling the water-soluble fraction. These membrane-
encased millirods substantially prolonged the
drug release from the resulting implants over a
period as long as 5 weeks.63,64

By further modifying the polymer millirods, it is
possible to create an implant that adds an
additional burst dose to the millirods with
sustained drug release. As discussed in the Over-
view of Drug Delivery Goals Section, the tissue
surrounding a sustained release implant may not
reach the therapeutic concentration for some
time, delaying the onset of action of the drug.
To accelerate the rise to the therapeutic concen-
tration, a burst dose can be added to the implant to
act as a loading dose. Dual-release implants
combining the benefits of a drug burst followed
by sustained release were then created by
supplementing the implant with two drug coat-
ings.58 Monolithic millirod implants were first
created by compression molding followed by the
addition of two subsequent coatings. To sustain
the release of drug from this implant, it was dip
coated with a layer of PLA/PEG as described
above. Then, a second coating consisting of
doxorubicin and PEO was added to provide an
additional burst dose. The total burst dose of drug
could be controlled by applying multiple coatings
to increase the thickness of the burst layer. The
resulting implants, termed dual-release millirods,
released a burst dose of doxorubicin followed by a
sustained dose of doxorubicin for as long as
10 days.58 In this manner, polymer millirods that
could release doxorubicin into tumors with
different dose timings were created.

To evaluate the differences in local drug
distribution generated by different implant types,
these burst, sustained, and dual-release millirod
formulations were tested in vivo.64 In the rat
model, liver tissue was ablated for 2 min at 908C
to create an ablation region 8–10 mm in diameter.
Subsequently, polymer millirods of each type were
placed in the ablation needle tract and sutured
into place. At specified time points, the rats were
euthanized, and the polymer implants and sur-
rounding liver tissue were extracted. Doxorubicin
remaining in the implant was quantified by an
DOI 10.1002/jps



Figure 5. In vivo relationship between drug release
rate and local tissue concentrations. A: Average rate of
drug release from two implant formulations in vivo in
ablated rat livers. B: Doxorubicin concentration at the
outer edge of the ablated region for the same two implant
formulations. Adapted from Reference64 with permission.
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extraction procedure and used to calculate
average release rates, which are shown in
Figure 5A. As expected, the dual-release implants
released a higher amount of drug in the first 24 h,
Figure 6. Fluorescence imaging comparing
due to two implant formulations (sustained-rel
liver over 8 days. The dotted line is the ablati
Adapted from Reference64 with permission.
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but after this time the drug release rates were not
statistically different. Tissue doxorubicin concen-
trations were determined using fluorescence
scanning of sliced tissues, and the doxorubicin
concentration at the outer ablation boundary is
shown in Figure 5B. The dual-release implants
provided a more rapid ascent to therapeutically
relevant concentrations that was statistically
different from the sustained-release implants.
The similarity between the experimental results
and the desired theoretical profiles shown in
Figure 1 (panel 2, curves A and C) is notable. More
detailed fluorescent images of tissues that confirm
this finding are shown in Figure 6. Dual-release
implants led to local doxorubicin concentrations
as high as 1000 mg/g within 1 day, while it took
nearly 4 days for the drug distributions around
the sustained implant to reach this extent. This
study established that differences in implant
formulation could have a substantial impact on
local drug concentrations.
Controlling Host Tissue Response in
Local Drug Therapy

Histology studies of treated tissue from ablated
livers were performed to provide a more detailed
understanding of the effect of changing tissue
properties on drug transport.75 Ablated rat livers
were treated with doxorubicin-containing poly-
mer implants, and tissues were subsequently
removed at time points ranging from 1 h to 8 days
after ablation. Throughout the first 4 days after
ablation, an area of coagulation necrosis sur-
rounding the implant was gradually infiltrated by
inflammatory cells, particularly neutrophils and
the rate of local doxorubicin accumulation
ease and dual-release millirod) in ablated
on boundary, and the scale bar is 5 mm.
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Figure 7. Masson’s trichrome stained histology
images of ablated liver samples 8 days after RF ablation
and millirod implantation. A: Ablated liver receiving
control PLGA millirod. B: Sample that received a con-
trol PLGA millirod and intraperitoneal (IP) injection of
DEX. C: Ablated liver receiving DEX-loaded millirod.
The arrows point to the center of the liver ablation/
millirod implantation site. All scale bars are 0.5 mm.
Adapted from Reference91 with permission.
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monocytes. By 8 days after ablation, fibroblasts
and the formation of a dense, collagenous fibrous
capsule were evident at the ablation boundary.
Furthermore, it was found that doxorubicin
concentrations leading up to the fibrous capsule
were high but dropped precipitously in the
nascent fibrous capsule. From these results, it
appeared that the wound healing response after
ablation could have a major role in drug diffusion,
acting as a barrier to transport outside the
ablation region.75 This finding reiterates the
importance of considering the tissue surrounding
the implant not as a static environment, but
instead as a dynamic milieu that can ultimately
affect the success of the treatment itself.

Since the tissue surrounding the implant has a
large impact on the efficacy of drug therapy, one
strategy to overcome this is to modify the response
of the surrounding tissue in a way that favors
effective drug dispersion. One way to modify the
properties of ablated tissue is to moderate the
ensuing inflammatory response with an anti-
inflammatory agent. To test this hypothesis, the
potent corticosteroid dexamethasone (DEX) was
loaded into PLGA millirod implants.91 To facil-
itate the subsequent release of DEX, a highly
hydrophobic drug, a more water soluble DEX
formulation complexed with hydroxypropyl b-
cyclodextrin (HPb-CD) was incorporated in the
implants. These implants were tested for their
ability to reduce fibrous capsule formation follow-
ing liver ablation in rats. Histology with Masson’s
trichrome stain showed that the DEX-impreg-
nated implants drastically suppressed the thick-
ness of the collagen fibrous boundary compared to
a control ablation treatment (Fig. 7). The average
thickness of the fibrous capsule was 0.04�
0.01 mm in subjects receiving a DEX implant,
reduced both compared to a control ablation
(0.29� 0.08 mm) or ablation followed by an IP
DEX injection (0.26� 0.07 mm).91

In addition to enhancing drug delivery by
reducing fibrous capsule formation, DEX admin-
istration after ablation may have other beneficial
effects as well as some disadvantages. DEX is
expected to reduce chemokine and growth factor
production and angiogenic processes that have
been implicated in tumor growth and recurrence
after ablation.92–94 At least one report has
suggested that liver tumor recurrence after
ablation is potentiated by inflammation,60 which
may allow DEX to improve the primary outcome of
ablation. On the other hand, the inflammatory
state of the tissue following ablation may con-
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008 DOI 10.1002/jps
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tribute to tumor destruction. In several reported
studies, considerable damage has been found to
occur following the initial thermal damage.95,96

The authors have speculated that this progressive
ablation damage could be a result of inflamma-
tory activation or altered cytokine expression
after ablation. If this process is interrupted, DEX
could adversely affect the therapeutic outcome of
ablation. This complication might be avoided by
stopping revascularization using more specific
drugs, such as a new class of drugs known as
vascular disrupting agents.97 Future study of
implants containing multiple agents should allow
for specific modification of tissue properties after
ablation to achieve the most favorable tumor
destruction with the combined treatment.
Summary

Several different implant types were developed
and evaluated in thermal ablation models of rat
and rabbit livers. Two factors appeared to have a
role in the extent of drug delivery: the rate of drug
release and the properties of the surrounding
tissue. Dual-release implants, consisting of two
dip-coated layers, provided the fastest ascent to
therapeutic concentrations and maintained local
concentrations for at least 8 days. RF ablation, by
destroying the surrounding vasculature, poten-
tiated drug release into the surrounding tissue
but may have ultimately restricted it by instigat-
ing the encapsulation of the ablated region within
a thick fibrous shell. One approach, including
DEX complexed with b-cyclodextrin in the
implants, showed the potential to overcome this
limitation. Overall, studies of drug release from
implants demonstrated that PLGA implants are a
versatile platform for drug delivery that is capable
of different release kinetics and local pharmaco-
kinetics following RF ablation.
TREATMENT OF ANIMAL TUMOR MODELS

Drug Distribution and Antitumor Efficacy from
Liver Tumor Treatment with Polymer Implants

After extensive pharmacokinetic study of polymer
millirods in normal livers, preliminary studies of
drug distribution and treatment efficacy in tumor
tissue were performed. One study assessed the
use of implants alone for treatment and local
control of small liver tumors;66 the second study
explored drug distribution and therapeutic effects
DOI 10.1002/jps J
of an approach combining RF ablation followed by
implant placement.67 Both of these studies were
performed using the rabbit VX2 model of liver
carcinoma, which has been widely used in the
assessment of new interventional therapies and is
considered a realistic model of human HCC.98–100

Together, these studies provide insight on the
efficacy of liver tumor treatment with implantable
polymer devices.

The first study established the use of polymer
millirods as a standalone strategy for the treat-
ment of small, unresectable liver cancers.66 The
primary goal of this work was to determine the
drug distribution and the resulting treatment
efficacy from using polymer implants to treat
tumors smaller than 1 cm in diameter. Such a
scenario might be encountered in humans in
advanced HCC, when multiple small tumors
might be found throughout the liver. In this case,
surgery is often excluded because of insufficient
liver function or the involvement of both liver
lobes.101 Small VX2 liver tumors (diameter¼
8 mm) in New Zealand White rabbits were treated
with the implantation of a burst-release doxor-
ubicin millirod into the center of the tumor.66 On a
gross level, the implants demonstrated consider-
able tumor control at both time points, as tumors
were 50% and 90% smaller than their respective
controls. The treated tumors had a substantially
different morphology than controls, showing
considerable necrosis and cell damage. Drug
penetration was seen at distances of 2.8 mm
(day 4) and 1.3 mm (day 8) away from the implant.
A plot of day 4 drug concentrations within the
tumor as a function of distance from the implant is
shown in Figure 8. Outside the tumor, drug
concentrations dropped sharply and were below
the detectable levels of drug. Furthermore,
untreated tumor cells, which are likely to grow
into recurrent tumors over time, were found
outside the main tumor boundary. This study
established that the polymer implants could be
used to treat small tumors in a palliative or
neoadjuvant role. Future studies with larger
numbers of animal subjects will be further
pursued to establish treatment success rates.
Drug Distribution and Antitumor Efficacy from
Combined Liver Tumor Treatment with
Radiofrequency (RF) Ablation and Polymer Implants

After demonstrating the drug coverage and
treatment effects provided by the implants alone,
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008



Figure 8. Average doxorubicin concentration in nonablated (	) or ablated (&) rabbit
liver tumors as a function of distance from the implant 4 days after tumor treatment.
Error bars show 95% confidence interval of the mean.
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polymer millirods containing doxorubicin were
tested as part of a combined liver cancer treat-
ment.67 The combined treatment consisted of RF
ablation of the center of the tumor followed by the
placement of a doxorubicin-containing implant.
For liver tumor treatment, this approach has two
distinct advantages. First, the RF treatment
destroys the majority of the tumor mass, leading
to a considerable reduction of viable tumor.
Remnant tumor cells may also have increased
susceptibility to drug because of their sublethal
hyperthermia exposure. Second, RF ablation of
the tumor mass facilitates drug distribution to
greater distances from the implant, an effect
established in earlier studies in normal liver.62,90

This property should provide greater drug expo-
sure to the tumor, and hence, a greater degree of
success, than either treatment alone. Addition-
ally, the combined treatment may be more
clinically relevant, as combined treatments for
human tumors are often regarded as more
effective than single treatments.102

RF ablation followed by polymer implant
placement was also tested in the VX2
liver carcinoma model in rabbits.67 VX2 tumors
of 1.1 cm in diameter were treated with RF
ablation insufficient to destroy the entire tumor to
mimic the human scenario in which a tumor is not
completely treated. Following ablation, doxorubi-
cin-containing polymer millirods were implanted
into the ablation tract in the center of the tumors.
Results from the combined treatment allowed
for comparison of drug distribution properties
between nonablated and ablated tumors. Radially
averaged drug concentrations from the ablated
tumors on day 4 are shown compared to those in
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
nonablated tumors in Figure 8. In both cases, drug
concentrations in the center of the tumor are over
1000 mg/g at the implant tissue interface. How-
ever, the drug penetrates more deeply into ablated
tumor tissues, providing greater drug coverage to
the tumor 4 mm away from the implant boundary.
Doxorubicin penetration distances in the ablated
tumor tissue were found to be 3.7 mm on day 4 and
2.1 mm on day 8 (compared to 2.8 and 1.3 mm
on day 4 and day 8 in nonablated tumors,
respectively). Ablation almost tripled the total
mass drug estimated to be in the tumor on day 4,
increasing the value from 210� 120 mg without
ablation to 590� 300 mg with ablation. The overall
half-life of drug removal from the tumor volume
was found to be 2.0� 0.1 days, slower than the
1.6� 0.2 days seen in nonablated tumor. These
results support the conclusion that tumor ablation
provides a reduction in drug elimination similar to
that found in ablated normal liver, leading to
greater penetration into the tumor tissue, and
ultimately, greater coverage of the tumor with
therapeutic drug values. Such data were qualita-
tively confirmed in images of drug distribution,
which showed greater amounts of drug further
from the tumor.

Gross pathological and histological observa-
tions after the combined treatment also allowed
for preliminary assessment of the success of the
combined treatment. The total area of coagulation
necrosis and inflammatory tissue surrounding the
ablated area was similar regardless of which type
of implant was used. Totaling both time points,
two out of seven animals treated with ablation and
a control implant were found to have significant
regions of residual tumor; similarly, two out of
DOI 10.1002/jps



Figure 9. A: Masson’s trichrome stained images of
the ablation boundary 8 days after treatment. Ablated
tissue is on the right and normal tissue on the left, with
the boundary marked by the black arrow. A thick
fibrous capsule was found at the ablation boundary.
B: Fluorescent microcopy image of the matching regions
showing doxorubicin accumulation just inside the abla-
tion boundary. Scale bars are 200 mm. Adapted from
Reference67 with permission.
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seven animals treated with ablation and a
doxorubicin implant had residual tumor. None
of the animals (0/3) in the 8 day ablation plus
implant group had areas of residual tumor,
indicating a possible, although not statistically
significant improvement in this group. Consider-
able knowledge on why the residual tumors
remain untreated was determined from histolo-
gical assessment. In the two residual tumors in
the treatment group, areas of residual tumor
began on average 4.1 mm away from the implant
location, with 50% of the viable tumor found
within 7.9 mm. Some residual tumor cells were
found as far as 12.0 mm away from the implant.
Comparison of tumor histology with fluorescence
microscopy images provided further insight into
why the treatment did not reach the entire tumor.
Starting at day 4 and more considerable by day 8,
fibrous capsule formation around the coagulated
zone was evident. Fluorescence attributed to
doxorubicin was seen up to the fibrous boundary
on day 8, but little fluorescence was seen beyond
this barrier, suggesting that collagen deposition in
the boundary may have inhibited drug transport
to untreated regions outside the ablated region
(Fig. 9). The two main barriers to treatment
success revealed by this study were drug penetra-
tion distance from the millirod implant and the
formation of a fibrous barrier to drug transport.67

Together, the two studies of liver tumor treat-
ment with polymer millirods provide several
interesting findings about the probability of
success for tumor treatment with implantable
polymer devices. With doxorubicin containing
millirods alone, relatively small lesions (<1.0 cm
diameter) were controlled in terms of tumor size
but may not have been ultimately cured because of
the presence of residual cells around the periph-
ery.66 However, these results suggest that these
implants may be successful in reducing tumor
load and could serve as a palliative and life-
prolonging strategy in patients who are not good
candidates for surgical resection. For instance,
patients with multiple small metastatic lesions to
the liver could be treated with percutaneous,
image-guided placement of an implant in each
lesion. The study of the combined treatment was
unable to elicit statistically significant values in
likelihood of remnant viable tumor, but did reveal
that fibrous capsule formation and therapeutic
distance from the implant limit treatment of
residual tumor.67 Future studies can now address
these issues, perhaps by including DEX in the
implants to reduce fibrous capsule formation91
DOI 10.1002/jps J
and using multiple polymer millirods placed
peripherally around the tumor to minimize the
distance between the implants and risk areas for
tumor recurrence.
Three-Dimensional Modeling of
Intratumoral Drug Delivery

Current research is focusing on the development
of a 3-D finite element model to evaluate the
effects of different implant designs and treatment
strategies, such as the incorporation of an anti-
inflammatory agent and the use of multiple
millirods, on local cancer therapy. This approach
limits the number of animal experiments and
allows for rapid prototyping of different treatment
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
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strategies. To model drug distribution into ablated
tissues, transport properties of nonablated and
ablated tumor were estimated. The resulting
properties were then used to simulate drug
distribution to ablated tumors with different
types or arrangement of implants.

Tumor drug transport parameters were esti-
mated by minimizing the error between a finite
element solution to the transport mass balance
equation and experimental data previously deter-
mined.66,67 Nonablated tumor was found to have
drug diffusion slightly less than normal liver
tissue and elimination considerably less than
normal liver tissue. Ablated tumor, on the other
hand, had a doxorubicin diffusion rate higher
than either normal liver or nonablated tumor. As
was found in normal liver, ablation completely
stopped drug elimination for 4 days, but due to
reperfusion of the ablated tumor areas elimina-
tion returned to values similar to that in normal
tumor between day 4 and day 8. This finding
Figure 10. Simulated three-dimensional (3
containing a central RF ablated region of diam
central implant (A) or four peripheral implan
center (B). Model predicted doxorubicin conce
(C) and four implant (D) scenarios.
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indicates that much as in normal liver tissue,
ablation provides a clear window for improved
drug delivery that lasts 4–8 days.

The estimated tissue parameters were then
used to simulate 3-D drug distribution profiles
using multiple, peripherally placed implants to
treat larger tumors. Exemplary scenarios using
RF ablation followed by placement of 1 or 4 burst-
release doxorubicin polymer millirods to treat a
single tumor are shown in Figure 10. In this
instance, a tumor measuring 2 cm in diameter has
been treated with RF ablation insufficient to treat
the entire tumor (1.8 cm ablation diameter). Drug
transport was then simulated using a finite
element solution to determine the drug concen-
trations throughout the tumor over an 8-day
period. The resulting model predicted drug con-
centrations on day 8 are shown in Figure 10C,D.
The drug distributions from four peripheral
implants show considerably higher drug concen-
trations, particularly in the nonablated tumor
-D) geometry of a 2 cm diameter tumor
eter 1.8 cm and treated with either one

ts at a radius of 0.7 cm from the tumor
ntrations on day 8 for the single implant
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around the periphery of the lesion, where the
tumor is most likely to recur. The four periph-
erally placed implants maintained the entire
tumor volume at greater than two times the
therapeutic concentration (>12.8 mg/g) for 74 h,
while the single implant never reached 100%
tumor coverage during the simulated 8 days.
These findings indicate that a multiple implant
strategy may be advantageous over a single,
centrally placed implant. However, this strategy
could be limited by the ability of a physician to
easily place multiple solid implants into a tumor.
An alternative method is to use an injectable
polymer gel that forms a solid depot in situ. The
advantage of this strategy is that these depots can
be injected as a liquid through a smaller needle,
allowing for easier administration of drug in
multiple positions. Several types of in situ forming
implants are available, with their precipitation
triggered by pH,103 temperature,104 or solvent
exchange.47 Future studies could be used to
establish the benefits of using one of these delivery
systems along with RF ablation.

Using drug distribution simulations, many
different treatments can be rapidly compared to
determine which has the maximum likelihood of
success. Future extensions to this model can be
used to predict how implants with different
release profiles, such as dual-release doxorubicin
implants, could improve tumor coverage. Addi-
tionally, the model will be able to evaluate how
other changes to implant design that modify
tissue properties, such as including DEX within
the implants, can affect drug distribution in the
tumors. Ultimately, a drug transport model may
be used as part of a comprehensive treatment
planning tool. Image-based data obtained from CT
or MRI could be used to determine tumor
geometry. Subsequently, ablation treatment could
be planned using a thermal damage model,105

after which drug coverage in the ablated tumor
could be predicted using this 3-D finite element
model. Using a computational tool to plan
combined treatment would allow assessment of
the best ways to treat complex lesions and
extension of the findings from smaller tumors
already reported into larger, more clinically
relevant tumor models.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

Conventional systemic chemotherapy for tumors
is restricted by lack of tumor specificity and severe
DOI 10.1002/jps J
side effects associated with intrinsic drug toxi-
city.5–7 With the emergence of minimally invasive,
image-guided interventional technology, tumor
chemotherapy is at the threshold of a major
breakthrough because of such technological
advances in targeting strategies that overcome
the previous limitations. Tumor-directed thera-
pies, such as focal ablation and locoregional
chemotherapy, are being developed to increase
the specificity of tumor destruction and reduce
undesired side effects. Intratumoral implants
reduce systemic drug exposure by using image-
guided placement directly into the target region,
thus delivering the entire drug dose with reduced
systemic exposure. The key consideration with
intratumoral chemotherapy is to design an
implant system that provides optimal drug dis-
tribution and therefore maximal tumor destruc-
tion.

Polymer millirod implants were specifically
designed to treat unresectable liver tumors in
conjunction with RF ablation. Implants with
different drug release rates have been developed
and extensively studied in both nonablated and
ablated liver tissues, where they effectively
delivered drugs into the surrounding tissue.
Particularly, dual-release implants combining a
burst of drug release with sustained drug release
maximized drug coverage in the ablated region.64

Modeling of tissue properties using a pharmaco-
kinetic transport model emphasized the impor-
tance of tumor pretreatment with RF ablation,
which facilitated drug delivery to tissues further
away from the implant by preventing drug
elimination. Polymer millirods were further
tested in a rabbit model of HCC. Tumor control
was achieved within a limited distance from the
implant, but several of the treated animals had
regions of viable tumor just beyond the boundary
of the ablation. The success of the tumor treat-
ment appeared to be limited by two factors: drug
transport distance from the implant and the
formation of a fibrous capsule that restricted drug
transport.

The future of polymer millirods for tumor
treatment depends on optimizing drug delivery
efficiency to the tumor periphery. One way of
achieving this goal is to include an anti-
inflammatory agent and doxorubicin in a single
implant. DEX-containing polymer millirods have
already been shown to prevent fibrous capsule
formation and decrease new blood vessel forma-
tion after ablation.91 These effects should promote
drug delivery by increasing doxorubicin diffusion
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
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and reducing elimination. Another anticipated
improvement is placing multiple implants around
the periphery of a larger tumor to improve the
probability of treatment success. Placing implants
closer to the boundary increases the likelihood of
drug exposure at and beyond the ablation
periphery, where recurrence is most likely to
occur. The focus of a multiple implant strategy
will be maximizing drug coverage of the tumor
periphery while maintaining a reasonable and
safe number of implants and total drug dose. 3-D
modeling will be an essential tool for rapidly
evaluating different treatment protocols as well as
gaining mechanistic insights to optimize dosage
regimen design. The integrated modeling and
experimental approach should greatly assist the
clinical translation of polymer implants as a viable
option for locoregional chemotherapy of unresect-
able tumors.
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